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Abstract—Since its invention half a century ago, dynamic random access memory (DRAM)

has required dynamic refresh operations that block read accesses to refreshing data; this

fundamental behavior gave DRAM its name. In contrast, DRAM’s close relative—static

random accessmemory (SRAM)—can statically re-enforce charge in the background

without blocking read accesses at the cost of more expensive circuit structure.

Nonblocking DRAMRefresh blurs this fundamental distinction between DRAM and SRAM

at the system level to enable the best of both worlds—allowing read accesses to

refreshing data in DRAMwhile preserving DRAM’s low-cost circuit structure.

& DYNAMIC RANDOM ACCESS memory (DRAM) is

arguably the most dominant type of memory

technology today. Due to emerging trends such

as 3-D die-stacked DRAM in processor packages

(e.g., HBMs) and embedded DRAM on processor

dies (e.g., to implement large LLCs), DRAM plays

critical role in computing. However, since its

inception, a half a century ago, DRAM has had an

inherent physical characteristic that increases

latency compared to its close relative—static

random access memory (SRAM). While DRAM

and SRAM are both volatile, DRAM requires

dynamic/active refresh operations that stall

accesses to refreshing data; in comparison,

SRAM statically re-enforces electric charge in

the background without stalling accesses but

requires a more expensive circuit structure

(e.g., 6T1C versus 1T1C for DRAM).

Refresh-induced stalls in DRAM reduce sys-

tem performance. This has been a universal

feature for systems using any DRAM memory.

The performance overhead also grows as DRAM

density increases; denser DRAM devices have

more cells to refresh and, therefore, require

either longer or more frequent refresh opera-

tions. Figure 1 shows DRAM refresh latency

versus density for DDRx DRAM.
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Nonblocking DRAM refresh eliminates this fun-

damental difference between DRAM and SRAM at

the system level by refreshing the DRAM in the

background without stalling read requests to

refreshing memory blocks. In a conventional

DRAM refresh scheme, a single refresh operation

refreshes all of the data in a memory block simul-

taneously. Under Nonblocking DRAM Refresh, on

the other hand, a single refresh operation refr-

eshes only a portion of the data in a memory

block. A system implementing nonblocking refr-

esh equips each memory block with enough redu-

ndant data (e.g., parity) to reconstruct the blocks

refreshing data when it is accessed, allowing the

memory controller to issue reads to refreshing

blocks. The memory controller issues refresh

operations more frequently to keep the overall

refresh time inmemory constant.

The primary cost of implementing nonblocking

refresh is equipping each memory block with

redundant data to compute the refreshing/

unreadable data in refreshing memory blocks.

However, many existing memory systems already

contain substantial redundant data to protect

against hardware failures. We observe that these

redundant data are budgeted to protect against

worst-case hardware failure scenarios. Therefore,

the redundant data are underutilized in

the common case when hardware faults are

absent. A memory block that has underutilized

redundant data has memory error resilience slack.

Memory architectures containing redundant data

for hardware failure protection can leverage their

memory error resilience slack to implement non-

blocking refresh with little additional overhead.

Nonblocking refresh can

be applied across all DRAM-

based memories (e.g., off-

package DRAM, in-package

DRAM, and embedded

DRAM); however, the micro-

architectural details (e.g.,

how to refresh only a portion

of data in a memory block at

a time) vary depending on

the particular DRAM tech-

nology. This paper explores

the microarchitectural

details for making DRAM

refresh nonblocking for

server memory systems built from DDRx DRAM.

We end the paper by also briefly describing how

to enable Nonblocking DRAM Refresh for other

classes of DRAMmemories.

IMPACT OF DRAM REFRESH ON
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Each DRAM cell stores one bit of data as elec-

tric charge. However, the charge leaks over time;

a DRAM cell loses its data if it loses its charge.

To refresh many DRAM cells in memory suffi-

ciently quickly, many DRAM cells are refreshed

together; this causes large regions in memory to

be unreadable during each refresh operation.

In DDRx DRAM, the entire DRAM chip is unread-

able when the chip performs refresh. As the

DRAM density increases with newer generations

of DRAM, refresh latency also grows because each

refresh operation has to refreshmore cells. In con-

trast, other memory latencies have remained

steady or decreased across generations. Figure 2

shows the historical DRAM latency scaling; it

shows that other DRAM latencies, such as bus

cycle time and minimum read latency, have

improved while refresh latency has increased.

If these trends continue, refresh latency may

become a determining factor in overall memory

systemperformance.

The inability to read data from refreshing chips

stalls program execution. Tomitigate the resultant

performance overhead, many recent works have

proposed skipping half ormore of the refresh oper-

ations to improve performance.3–6 For example,

RAIDR4 profiles the retention time of DRAM cells

and skips refresh operations to memory cells with

Figure 1. Historical (solid markers) and projected (dashed markers) refresh latency in

nanoseconds for DDR4 DRAM chips.2
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long retention time. However, skipping refresh

reduces the average amount of charge stored in

DRAM cells and, therefore, can increase DRAM

vulnerability to read disturb errors.7

MAKING DRAM REFRESH
NONBLOCKING FOR SERVER
MEMORY SYSTEMS

Background on Server Memory Systems

Modern server memory architectures operate

groups of DRAM chips in lockstep. A group of

DRAM chips that operate in lockstep is called a

rank. For example, when the processor issues a

read request for a 64B memory block to a rank,

every chip in the rank replies with a part (e.g., 4B

or 8B) of the memory block in lockstep. Similarly,

when the processor issues a refresh command to

a rank, all chips in the rank refresh in lockstep.

In server memory systems, each memory

block may contain redundant data for hardware

failure protection. These redundant data can

correct up to complete memory chips failure(s)

in a rank. The ratio of redundant data to program

data in each block ranges from 12.5% to 40.6%.

Nonblocking DRAM Refresh Operations

Each nonblocking DRAM refresh operation

refreshes a limited amount of data in a block at a

time; this makes it possible for the server proces-

sor to use eachmemory block’s redundant data to

compute the block’s small amount of data that are

currently unreadable due to refresh (see detail

later). In comparison, each conventional refresh

operation refreshes entire blocks at the same time

because it refreshes all chips in a rank in lockstep.

To limit the amount of data that is refreshing in

a memory block at a time, the memory controller

issues a refresh com-

mand to only a few

DRAM chips in a rank

at a time. Limiting

the amount of data

that is refreshing in

a memory block at

a time enables the

memory controller to

use the memory

blocks redundant

data to reconstruct

the small amount of

currently inaccessible data in the block. Because

Nonblocking Refresh operations do not stall read

requests, the memory controller can compensate

for refreshing only some of the data in a block at a

time by issuing refresh commands more fre-

quently. In comparison, conventional refresh

operations, which block read requests, can only

refresh each rank infrequently to avoid exces-

sively stalling read requests. A server system, for

instance, can issue a refresh operation to the next

subgroup of chips in a rank back-to-back in round

robin fashion as soon as the previous subgroup

finishes refresh

Reading From Refreshing Memory Blocks

Modern server systems equip each memory

block with sufficient redundant data to correct a

complete memory chip failure. The redundant

data are underutilized in the common case when

hardware faults are absent. Figure 3 quantifies the

expected fraction of nonfaulty memory pages

over time based on a large-scale field study,8

assuming eight ranks per channel and 18 chips

per rank. On average across seven years of opera-

tions, 97% of memory pages are not affected by

any fault. While only a small fraction of memory

Figure 3. Expected fraction of memory pages that have not yet

been affected by any hardware fault as a function of time.

Figure 2. Historical scaling of memory latencies.1;2
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experience faults, server systems protect all mem-

ory blocks with uniform redundant data because

memory faults are stochastic events, whose time

and location are difficult to predict.

A memory block that has underutilized redun-

dant data has memory error resilience slack. Non-

blocking DRAM Refresh uses memory error

resilience slack to compute the unreadable data

residing in refreshing chips without compromis-

ing reliability. When the processor fetches a block

from a rank currently performing Nonblocking

DRAM Refresh, the part of its data that reside in

refreshing chips will be missing in the fetched

block. The processor can use the fetched block’s

redundant data to compute the missing data.

Figure 4 illustrates how to read from a rank that is

currently performing Nonblocking Refresh. Com-

puting themissing data is fast because the proces-

sor knows which memory chip(s) are refreshing

and, therefore, which part of the block’s data is

missing. This is unlike regular error correction,

where the processor needs to first determine

where is the missing data before it can compute

the correct value at that location; the majority of

the latency incurred by error correction is due to

locating the error.9

A system implementing Nonblocking Refresh

must maintain the same level of error detection

and correction as a system with conventional

refresh. In a server memory sys-

tem, each memory block contains

some redundant data for error

detection and some redundant

data for error correction. To pre-

serve error detection strength, a

system with Nonblocking Refresh

uses the same amount of redun-

dant data to detect hardware

errors for each read request as

baseline systems. Nonblocking

Refresh only uses the remaining

redundant data in the memory

block to compute missing data due

to refresh. To preserve error cor-

rection strength, the memory con-

troller computes data missing due

to refresh only when the memory

controller does not detect any

hardware errors. When the mem-

ory controller does detect hard-

ware error(s) for a read request, the processor

waits for the rank to finish its in-flight refresh and

then fetches the previously inaccessible data

directly fromDRAM. As all the data from the block

are now available, the memory controller per-

forms error correction exactly the same way as in

a conventional system and, therefore, preserves

the same error correction strength.

Write Requests During Nonblocking Refresh

Write requests to refreshing blocks still need

to wait for refresh to complete; this is challenging

for Nonblocking Refresh as it must refresh each

memory block more frequently. Because write

requests are not on the critical path of program

execution, write latency has low impact on perfor-

mance; as such, the processor may simply buffer

write requests until the corresponding rank is not

refreshing by adding a small (e.g., 32 KB) write-

buffer cache to thememory controller.

Because all ranks in the same channel share

the same memory bus, the processor can only

write to one rank at a time in a channel. Therefore,

total write bandwidth in a channel is divided

across all the ranks in the channel as illustrated in

Figure 5(a). Second, all ranks in a channel receive

fairly even number of writes because logically

adjacent memory pages are often interleaved

across ranks to maximize rank-level parallelism.

Figure 4. Reading a block from a rank performing Nonblocking DRAM Refresh.

Red stripes represent data currently unreadable due to refresh.
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As such, the processor can reorder write requests

to concentrate each channel’s write bandwidth to

one rank at a time as shown in Figure 5(b). This

maintains the same channel-level write bandwidth

while allowing the remaining ranks in the channel

to performNonblocking Refresh.

MAKING DRAM REFRESH
NONBLOCKING FOR OTHER TYPES
OF MEMORY SYSTEMS

Nonblocking DRAM Refresh can apply to all

DRAM-based memory systems. For example,

desktop/laptop memory systems use the same

rank architecture as server memory systems,

except that they do not contain redundant

data chips. As such, the

same implementation

of Nonblocking DRAM

Refresh described for

server memory systems

is applicable to desktop/

laptop memory systems

after adding a redundant

chip per rank to these

memory systems.

Nonblocking DRAM

Refresh is also applicable

to memory systems that

access only one DRAM

chip permemory request,

such as high bandwidthmemory (HBM), graphics

DDR (e.g., GDDRx), and smartphone memory

(e.g., LPDDRx), because the internal organization

within each DRAM die mirrors a memory

channel’s organization. For example, an HBM die

contains multiple banks that share a common

data bus,10 just like DDRx contains multiple ranks

in a channel sharing a common data bus. There

are also multiple subarrays per bank just like

there are multiple chips per rank.10 In addition,

eachmemory block is spread acrossmultiple sub-

arrays in one bank of a DRAM die, just like how a

memory block is spread across a rank.10 As such,

HBM devices can implement Nonblocking DRAM

Refresh by refreshing a portion of the subarrays

in a bank at a time and adding redundant subar-

rays to each bank to compute the unreadable

data in refreshing subarrays.

RESULTS
Using the Gem5 architectural simulator and

Ramulator DRAM simulator, we simulated various

NASA Parallel, Parsec, and SPEC2006 benchmarks.

We simulated 16-core processor with four mem-

ory channels and four ranks per channel.

Figure 6 shows the average performance

benefit when applying Nonblocking DRAM

Refresh to Intel/AMD and IBM Power8 server

memory systems. For 16–Gb DRAM chips,

DRAM Refresh provides 13% and 17% average

performance improvement for Intel/AMD and

IBM server systems, respectively. Nonblocking

DRAM Refresh may become even more benefi-

cial for future DRAM chips with longer refresh

latency as DRAM density increases; for our

Figure 6. Average performance benefits of Nonblocking DRAM Refresh.

Figure 5.Write distribution in (a) conventional and

(b) proposed memory systems. Green ranks are not

refreshing and, therefore, writable; red ranks are

refreshing and, therefore, not writable.
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extrapolated 32Gb DRAM refresh latency, the

average performance improvement increases

to 21% and 35% for Intel/AMD and IBM server

systems, respectively. The performance bene-

fits for Intel/AMD server systems are lower

because their amount of redundant data is

lower; as such, to allow a refreshing memory

block to be still calculable from its redundant

data, each Nonblocking DRAM Refresh operation

can only refresh one chip per rank at time, which

provides low DRAM refresh throughput. As such,

some conventional full-rank refresh operations

that block read requests are still occasionally

needed to achieve the same DRAM refresh

throughput as conventional systems, resulting in

reduced performance benefits.

CONCLUSION
Since its invention half a century ago, DRAM

has required dynamic refresh operations that

block read accesses to refreshing data; this

fundamental behavior gave DRAM its name.

Nonblocking DRAM Refresh improves upon

this fundamental DRAM behavior by allowing

read accesses to refreshing memory blocks. It

operates at the microarchitecture level; it

refreshes only a limited amount of data in a

memory block at a time and uses redundant

data in the block to compute the block’s

refreshing/unreadable data to complete read

requests. The primary cost of Nonblocking

DRAM Refresh is requiring some redundant

data in each memory block.

In systems containing redundant data for hard-

ware failure protection, Nonblocking DRAM

Refresh can eliminate this primary cost by safely

leveraging memory error resilience slack to calcu-

late the unreadable data in refreshing memory

blocks. In this paper, we demonstrate in detail

such a memory-overhead-free Nonblocking DRAM

Refresh design for server memory systems.

DRAM density scaling has been slowing down.

An important reason is that increasing DRAM

density often requires reducing DRAM cell size,

which in term reduces DRAM retention time;

reduced DRAM retention time requires more fre-

quent DRAM refresh operations, which incur

higher performance overhead. Also exacerbating

the performance overhead is the accompanying

fact that increasing DRAM density means more

cells need to be refreshed. By effectively tackling

DRAM refresh overheads, Nonblocking DRAM

Refresh can help

sustain density

scaling for all

DRAM-based mem-

ories, as the high-

level idea of Non-

blocking DRAM

Refresh is applica-

ble to all DRAM-

based memories

that are accessed

at the memory

block granularity.

These include

DDRx DRAMs used

in servers and per-

sonal computers, GDDRx DRAMs used in GPUs,

mobile DRAMs use in smartphones, in-package

3-D die-stacked DRAMs used in HPC systems,

and embedded DRAMs used in LLCs within

processors.
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